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Purpose: 

We will explore the sampling distribution of sugarcane varieties most affected by the 
disease “carvão da cana-de-açúcar1”.  This dataset is found in the package for bootstrap 
located in R.Studio: cane{boot}.  New variables will be created and used in a bootstrap and 
ANOVA. 
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1Canaoeste. Associação dos Plantadores de Cana do Oeste do Estado de São Paulo. 16 July 2016. 
http://www.canaoeste.com.br/conteudo/doencas-da-cana 
2 Gupta, Ved Prakash. Agricultural Research Station, Ummedganj, Kaithoon Road, P.O.Box # 7, G.P.O. Nayapura, Kota-324001 
(Rajasthan), INDIA. http://www.apsnet.org/publications/imageresources/Pages/IW000024.aspx 

http://www.canaoeste.com.br/conteudo/doencas-da-cana
http://www.apsnet.org/publications/imageresources/Pages/IW000024.aspx
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Description: 

The variables included in the dataset are as follows: 

o n: total number of shoots in each plot 

 Shoots per plot range from 29 to 243. 

 

o r: number of diseased shoots in each plot 

 Diseased shoots per plot range from 0 to 131. 

 

o x: number of stem pieces planted in each plot 

 These pieces were previously soaked in a solution containing carvão da 

cana-de-açúcar.   

 The treated steam pieces per plot range from 1 to 36. 

 

o var: qualitative factor indicating variety of sugarcane in each plot 

 The data includes four observations of 45 sugarcane varieties. 

 The species names are not included within the dataset. 

 The varieties include those listed here: 

http://www.pmgca.ufscar.br/variedades. 

 

o block: factor for the blocks 

 There are four blocks: A, B, C, and D.   

 Each block contains one of each sugarcane variety. 

 A block length is 45 (one repetition of each sugarcane variety). 

 

Two new variables are created from the five original.   

o cane$ratio.1 = 
𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑎𝑚 𝑝𝑖𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑠 𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑖𝑛 𝑒𝑎𝑐ℎ 𝑝𝑙𝑜𝑡

𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑜𝑡𝑠 𝑖𝑛 𝑒𝑎𝑐ℎ 𝑝𝑙𝑜𝑡
 

𝑐𝑎𝑛𝑒$𝑥

𝑐𝑎𝑛𝑒$𝑛
 

 

o disease.susceptibility.ratio = 
𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑑 𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑜𝑡𝑠 𝑖𝑛 𝑒𝑎𝑐ℎ 𝑝𝑙𝑜𝑡

𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑜𝑡𝑠 𝑖𝑛 𝑒𝑎𝑐ℎ 𝑝𝑙𝑜𝑡
 

𝑐𝑎𝑛𝑒$𝑟

𝑐𝑎𝑛𝑒$𝑛
 

 

http://www.pmgca.ufscar.br/variedades
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A boxplot will be used to visually see the dispersion of observations for n, x, and r.  It is 
important to know if the observations in the second and third quartile are close to the median.  
We also want to note the whisker length, symmetry, and existence of multiple outliers. 

A hypothesis test is run on the two populations means �̅� and �̅�.  These are the 
components of our new variable cane$ratio.1, which measures the percentage of treated stalks 
exist out of the total shoots per plot.  A t-test is run on each variable and then we regress x on 
n. 

Finally, we run a bootstrap on cane$ratio.1 and create a histogram. 

We can use the bootstrap method when the population and true error are unknown.  

The sample data is used to perform interference.  Resamples are taken from the original sample 

and the sample data.  This process will need to be repeated a large number of times (>1,000) to 

compute a bootstrap estimate (mean) for each resample. 

If the number of observations in the original data (original sample) is sufficiently large, 

the probability that the resample will be identical to the original data is almost zero, even when 

we resample with replacement.   

Each time the bootstrap method is used, the bootstrap estimate (mean) is recorded.  

We create a histogram to compare the bootstrap estimates.  This procedure is good for deriving 

estimates of standard errors and confidence intervals.  It is important to remember that this 

procedure is done assuming that the samples in the original data set are independent of one 

another. 

For the final piece of this project, we will work with the second new variable, 
“disease.susceptibility.ratio”.  A stem plot is created to quickly compare susceptibility rates of 
each of the 45 varieties.   

Next we load the lattice package to create a side-by-side boxplot.  I run these three 
times to see all of the susceptibility boxplots, the varieties with susceptibilities above 0.4, and 
the two varieties with susceptibilities above 0.8.  An ANOVA table is created and we begin to 
run a Tukey hypothesis test. 
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Procedure: 

#The cane package is loaded from the bootstrap function library. 
 
> library("boot", lib.loc="C:/Program Files/R/R-3.1.2/library") 
> cane 
 
#We create a new variable.  This is the number of pieces of stems planted in 
each plot over the total number of shoots in each plot. 
 
cane$ratio.1 <- cane$x/cane$n 

#We will work with this sixth variable later. 

 
#Are there outliers for n, r, and x?  We create a boxplot only for these  
three variables.  We exclude data for columns 4 through 6. 
 
 > three.variables <- cane[-(4:6)] 
 
 
par(mfrow = c(1,1)) 
boxplot(three.variables) 
boxplot(three.variables, notch = TRUE, col = c("blue", "green", "yellow")) 

 
# At this point, we want to concentrate on variables n and x and their  
relationship defined by cane$ratio.1. 
 
#A hypothesis test is run on the two population means �̅� and �̅�. 
 
#We can use basic information about each variable as a point of reference.  
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> summary(cane$x) 
   Min. 1st Qu.  Median    Mean 3rd Qu.    Max.  
   1.00    7.00   11.50   11.94   15.00   36.00  
 
> summary(cane$n) 
   Min. 1st Qu.  Median    Mean 3rd Qu.    Max.  
  29.00   85.75  112.50  118.10  144.50  243.00  
 
> sd(cane$x) 
[1] 6.451507 
 
> sd(cane$n) 
[1] 44.42571 
 
 
> sum(cane$x) 
[1] 2149 
 
> sum(cane$n) 
[1] 21266 

# Here we can run the t-tests on each variable, with alpha defined as 0.05.  
The confidence intervals are particularly interesting because it gives more 
precise figures to the graphic in the boxplot above. 

> t.test(cane$x, mu = 11.94 ) 
 
 One Sample t-test 
 
data:  cane$x 
t = -0.0023, df = 179, p-value = 0.9982 
alternative hypothesis: true mean is not equal to 11.94 
95 percent confidence interval: 
 10.98999 12.88779 
sample estimates: 
mean of x  
 11.93889  
 
> t.test(cane$n, mu = 118.10 ) 
 
 One Sample t-test 
 
data:  cane$n 
t = 0.0134, df = 179, p-value = 0.9893 
alternative hypothesis: true mean is not equal to 118.1 
95 percent confidence interval: 
 111.6102 124.6786 
sample estimates: 
mean of x  
 118.1444  

 

 

#We can run a regression on these two variables and then see this regression 
as a plot. 

> lm(cane$x~cane$n) 
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Call: 
lm(formula = cane$x ~ cane$n) 
 
Coefficients: 
(Intercept)       cane$n   
    5.13727      0.05757   
 
> plot(lm(cane$x~cane$n) 
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# Here we will perform the bootstrap on our new variable ratio.1 which is in 
the data frame.   
 
#I used this source for help creating the bootstrap3. 
 
#The bootstrap is normally reserved for data with a sample size less than 30.  
This is because we want to assume a normal distribution without relying on  
the normality assumption hypothesized by the Central Limit Theorem (“CLT”).  
 
#We have sample sizes larger than 30.  However, we can still use the  
bootstrap technique to resample our data without replacement. 
 
# a is our bootstrap variable.  (sample) is our resample argument of the  
vector cane$ratio.1 of the size 160. 
 
# We can rename “a” to a more memorable variable name which will be our  
histogram title.  We can also add alternating colors for each histogram bar. 
 
 
> set.seed(1000) 
> a = replicate(1000, mean(sample(cane$ratio.1, 180, replace = TRUE))) 
 
> Ratio.of.Steam.Pieces.per.Shoots.in.Plot <- a 
> hist(Ratio.of.Steam.Pieces.per.Shoots.in.Plot, col = c("purple","yellow")) 

                                                           
3 "Bootstrap Sample Technique in R software". Inani, Sarveshwar. 8 July 2015. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tb6wb9ZdPH0. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tb6wb9ZdPH0
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# The distribution of resample means of the ratio of steam pieces planted to 
actual cane shoots per plot is normally distributed by our bootstrap function. 
 
# It is important to know which varieties of sugarcane have relatively more  
or less diseased shoots.  I want to compare variety by a new ratio made for  
diseased shoots over number of shoots per plot.   
 
> disease.susceptibility.ratio <- cane$r/cane$n 
 
# We can use the steam plot to see how the ratios are distributed. 
 
> stem(disease.susceptibility.ratio) 
 
  The decimal point is 1 digit(s) to the left of the | 
 
   0 | 00000000000000000000000000111112222222233333334444444555556666777777+3 
   1 | 0000001111122223333444444555556666677789 
   2 | 001111122222233445666679 
   3 | 0223555588 
   4 | 02244567 
   5 | 3348 
   6 | 2468 
   7 | 1499 
   8 | 7 
   9 | 0 
  10 | 0 
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# Now we can create a side-by-side boxplot and ANOVA table.  Afterwards we  
can conduct the Tukey hypothesis test 4. 
 
> library(lattice) 
> bwplot(~disease.susceptibility.ratio | cane$var) 
 
# Below we have all of the range of disease susceptibility for each variety  
of sugarcane.  There are 45 varieties which reduces the screen space for each 
plot.   

 

 

 

#We want to be able to distinguish which varieties are relatively more 
susceptible to carvão da cana-de-açúcar.  Alternatively we could look at the 
boxplot in the following way. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
4 "ANOVA in R". Boone, Edward. 23 April 2010. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dwd3ha0P8uw. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dwd3ha0P8uw
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> plot(disease.susceptibility.ratio ~ cane$var, data = cane) 

 

 

     

#The disadvantage with the second chart is we cannot clearly see each 
variety.  There are too many and varieties are not ordered from “1” to “45”.  
Therefore, we will try to reduce the variety count via the first method 
bwplot(). 

> bwplot(~disease.susceptibility.ratio | cane$var[which(disease.susceptibilit
y.ratio > 0.4)]) 

 

#The fourteen varieties below have observations that include susceptibility 
measures above 0.4.   Variety names are indicated in the pink bar above each 
individual boxplot.  Notice that outliers that also be responsible for 
placing a sugarcane variety in this category (i.e.: variety 16).  We can trim 
our data in the future to account for these outliers. 
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#Farmers want to ensure that they avoid planting certain varieties of  
sugarcane that are especially susceptible to the disease.  Varieties 1 and 3 
have a very high disease susceptibility ratio. 
 
> bwplot(~disease.susceptibility.ratio | cane$var[which(disease.susceptibilit
y.ratio > 0.8)]) 
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# We can move beyond the boxplot graphs and perform an ANOVA. 
 
analysis.1 <- aov(disease.susceptibility.ratio ~ cane$var) 
summary(analysis.1) 
             Df Sum Sq Mean Sq F value Pr(>F)     
cane$var     44  5.616 0.12763   10.44 <2e-16 *** 
Residuals   135  1.650 0.01222                    
--- 
Signif. codes:  0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1 
 
> analysis.1 
Call: 
   aov(formula = disease.susceptibility.ratio ~ cane$var) 
 
Terms: 
                cane$var Residuals 
Sum of Squares  5.615829  1.650365 
Deg. of Freedom       44       135 
 
Residual standard error: 0.1105664 
Estimated effects may be unbalanced 
 
> TukeyHSD(analysis.1) 
  Tukey multiple comparisons of means 
    95% family-wise confidence level 
 
Fit: aov(formula = disease.susceptibility.ratio ~ cane$var) 
 
$`cane$var` 
               diff          lwr           upr     p adj 
10-1  -0.6719937759 -0.987714247 -0.3562733048 0.0000000 
11-1  -0.8088362890 -1.124556760 -0.4931158179 0.0000000 
12-1  -0.5481032896 -0.863823761 -0.2323828185 0.0000001 
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13-1  -0.5059199217 -0.821640393 -0.1901994506 0.0000016 
14-1  -0.5268136318 -0.842534103 -0.2110931607 0.0000004 
15-1  -0.7539307354 -1.069651206 -0.4382102643 0.0000000 
16-1  -0.6279081761 -0.943628647 -0.3121877050 0.0000000 
17-1  -0.6303662994 -0.946086771 -0.3146458283 0.0000000 
18-1  -0.8122887125 -1.128009184 -0.4965682414 0.0000000 
19-1  -0.5964632143 -0.912183685 -0.2807427432 0.0000000 
2-1   -0.7038158930 -1.019536364 -0.3880954219 0.0000000 
20-1  -0.5237233817 -0.839443853 -0.2080029106 0.0000005 
21-1  -0.6933150389 -1.009035510 -0.3775945678 0.0000000 
22-1  -0.3823501106 -0.698070582 -0.0666296395 0.0022214 
23-1  -0.8112772787 -1.126997750 -0.4955568076 0.0000000 
24-1  -0.7166157853 -1.032336256 -0.4008953142 0.0000000 
 

. 

. 

.  
(Tukey test continues for many pages.  We can look at the p-values to either 
fail to reject the null hypothesis or reject the null hypothesis and conclude 
the alternative hypothesis. In the future we should restrict the quantity of 

varieties tested at one time.) 


